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                    About The Book

                    When Johann Christoph Blumhardt, a nineteenth-century German pastor, agreed to counsel a tormented woman in his parish, all hell broke loose. But that was only the beginning of the drama that ensued. Zündel’s account provides a rare glimpse into how the fight between the forces of good and evil plays itself out in the lives of the most ordinary men and women. More than that, it reminds us that those forces still surround us today, whether we are awake to them or not.
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                                    Friedrich Zündel (1827–1891), a Swiss pastor, author, and essayist, is best known for his landmark biography of Johann Christoph Blumhardt, whom he knew well.
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                        In an unsensational, down-to-earth manner, this book documents remarkable improvement in many people who had exhausted the medical options of their day.…A must-read for people who wish to broaden their understanding of the complex interplay between medical, psychiatric, and spiritual components of the human experience.

                        American Family Physician

                    
	
                        
                        After reading this book, several of my patients…have come off their antidepressants and are leading happier and more fulfilled lives….This book brought help to patients who previously seemed beyond help.

                        British Medical Journal

                    
	
                        
                         A riveting testimony to the power of prayer and repentance…Zuendel shows that the power of the Spirit expressed by Jesus 2,000 years ago is very much available today.

                        Charisma Magazine

                    
	
                        
                        This book reminds us that the excitement of the early church is not lost, but may crop up in ways no one can expect.

                        Christian History Magazine

                    
	
                        
                        One of the ten best books of the year.

                        John Wilson, Books & Culture

                    
	
                        
                        Anyone who has doubts about spiritual warfare must read this book. It rings true, and points the way to victory.

                        Tony Campolo, Eastern College

                    
	
                        
                        The fascinating true story of a courageous stand against evil, and the revival that resulted from it, The Awakening avoids the pitfalls that so many similar books fall prey to: sensationalism and spiritual voyeurism. Skeptics will be moved…while gluttons of such accounts will see the painful reality of demonic possession and be encouraged to treat the issue with more caution. This is one of the most inspirational stories I have ever encountered.

                        Wyman Richardson, Walking Together Ministries
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                      A contrast may be made between the stories of Gottliebin Dittus/ Pastor Johann Christoph Blumhardt and that of Anneliese Michel and her...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          A contrast may be made between the stories of Gottliebin Dittus/ Pastor Johann Christoph Blumhardt and that of Anneliese Michel and her advisor/priests.  Blumhardt was of the opinion that these torments and there source should be defeated whereas in the case of the latter the belief was that suffering (whether it be physical or spiritual) produces piety and should be embraced even when it is demonic in nature.  The outcomes of these two theologies show which one was false and which one was true.  The gospel of the kingdom of God must again be taught not merely in word but also in deed.  There is a severe lack of training in these areas of healing and deliverance and the cause had been documented.  We must remember that when Jesus told His apostles to teach others to observe all that He had commanded them He was not merely teaching them to communicate THE WHAT to observe but also to train and teach THE HOW to observe it.  Jesus taught in more than just lecture format. Blumhardt was but one who shows to the church its future and the land that it must and will possess.

                           Andre
 
                        

                    Andre

                  
	
                    
                    
                      After reading only part way through this book, I was prompted to get down on my knees and confess. I have been living a dead Christian life and now...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          After reading only part way through this book, I was prompted to get down on my knees and confess. I have been living a dead Christian life and now have a renewed hope and longing to have a deeper more meaningful relationship with my God and Savior. I long for an out pouring of the Holy Spirit to fill the emptiness inside me with God's love, peace and mercy.

                           Carrie Perez
 
                        

                    Carrie Perez

                  
	
                    
                    
                      This is the most compelling e-book to read, it has opened my mind and given me a passion to read further books by Johann and his son Christoph. These...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          This is the most compelling e-book to read, it has opened my mind and given me a passion to read further books by Johann and his son Christoph. These books are equally a must read. There are demonic forces out there, just as there has always been. This book shows us how one man, took on Gods calling regardless of what he thought or what the theologian school taught him. He took a leap of faith, and became Jesus disciple, this book has shown me we are all Jesus disciples, all we need to do is pick upcross and follow his calling.

                           Christina McNellee
 
                        

                    Christina McNellee

                  
	
                    
                    
                      I downloaded and read this book from your website and it led me to learn the importance of confession of sin and of unremitting prayer and to...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          I downloaded and read this book from your website and it led me to learn the importance of confession of sin and of unremitting prayer and to continue in the Lord's prayer where he told us to pray  to Him to 'deliver us from evil'. The testimony of a simple man who followed God and loved him and obeyed his commands and the effect of that! Thank God for the translation. I downloaded it and share it with people who are struggling against evil, especially evil that has shown its face. 

It really encouraged me and helped me undersatnd many things and helped me to overcome fear of the evil one and his works. Jesus is Lord and He heals and delivers. May His name be praised. Thank you for the good work at Plough. May God continue to bless you and provide for your upkeep and well-being.
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                      This is a very interesting book. It shows that the call to serve the Lord and to serve people is in many different roles. It is a fact that demonic...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          This is a very interesting book. It shows that the call to serve the Lord and to serve people is in many different roles. It is a fact that demonic possesion is still happening and to confront these forces takes deep commitment to the Lord so that you can be used. There is power in the name of the Lord and all things will be done.

                           Esther
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                      A sad ending in regards to Blumhardt being told to shut down but inspiring as well-as he seemed to handle it tactfully.
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                      It was a great opportunity to have read this book that really touched my heart.. It is time this century we are living in that we need a awakening...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          It was a great opportunity to have read this book that really touched my heart.. It is time this century we are living in that we need a awakening like this as people are lost.

I pray that this book is read by many and come to know the living Lord... They do not know and believe what Jesus said... What ever you ask in my name, I will do.

God bless you and the download of books.

                           Nalin Caldera
 
                        

                    Nalin Caldera

                  
	
                    
                    
                      My wife and I enjoyed this book immensely! It has all the elements needed to make a great, suspenseful movie (and, to boot, it has an amazing...
                            Read More
                    

                  
                        
                          Review of The Awakening: One Man’s Battle with Darkness

                          My wife and I enjoyed this book immensely! It has all the elements needed to make a great, suspenseful movie (and, to boot, it has an amazing redemption at the end). Thanks, Plough.com, for making this available--and the rest of your wonderful material as well.

                           Vic Zarley
 
                        

                    Vic Zarley
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